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Abstract
Assembler is a critical component of the compiler toolchain, which has been less tested than the other components. Unfortunately, current grammar-based fuzzing techniques suffer from several challenges when testing assemblers. First, each different assembler accepts different grammar rules and syntaxes, and there are no existing assembly grammar specifications. Second, not every assembler is open-source, which makes it difficult to extract grammar rules from the source code. While existing black-box grammar inference approaches are applicable to such closed-source assemblers, they suffer from the scalability issue, which renders them impractical for testing assemblers. To address these challenges, we propose a novel way to test assemblers by automatically inferring their grammar rules with only a few queries to the target assemblers by leveraging their error messages. The key insight is that assembly error messages often deliver useful information to infer the underlying grammar rules. We have implemented our technique in a tool named AsFuzzer, and evaluated it on 4 real-world assemblers including Clang-integrated assembler (Clang), GNU assembler (GAS), Intel’s assembler (ICC), and Microsoft macro assembler (MASM). With AsFuzzer, we have successfully found 497 buggy instruction opcodes for six popular architectures, and reported them to the developers.

CCS Concepts
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 Introduction
Compilers are crucial tools for building software because every binary running on a computer should have been processed by it at some point. Therefore, compiler correctness is a fundamental concern for software engineering. Assembler, a critical component of the compiler toolchain, is not an exception. If an assembler is buggy, the resulting program may not work as expected.

There have been extensive efforts to test the correctness of compilers [12], but most existing approaches target the whole compiler toolchain, which includes an assembler, by generating test cases in a higher-level language, such as C [59] and CIL [17]. Such a holistic approach is insufficient to achieve high code coverage as only a number of assembly instruction mnemonics known by the code generator can be tested. Furthermore, an assembler component may not be tested at all if the compiler does not produce intermediate assembly code during the machine code emission process. For example, LLVM writes object files without an assembler unless inline assembly is used [35]. Thus, it is imperative to individually test an assembler with a variety of assembly instructions in order to discover potential bugs in it.

Grammar-based fuzzing [14, 19, 23, 39, 40, 44] is a promising approach to testing assemblers, but there are several remaining challenges. First, each assembler implementation accepts different assembly grammar rules and syntaxes even for the same CPU architecture. For example, Intel AT&T syntax from GNU assembler has different operand ordering than the Intel ISA manual. Second, not every assembler is open-sourced, making it difficult to obtain the grammar of assembly instructions from the source code. For example, Microsoft macro assembler is the major assembler for Windows, but its source code is not publicly available.

One potential solution to these challenges is to infer the grammar of assembly instructions in a black-box manner, and then use the inferred grammar to generate assembly instructions. There are indeed several recent black-box approaches [7, 33] that only require a set of examples and an oracle to infer context-free grammars. The oracle returns either “yes” or “no” depending on whether a given string is valid under the target grammar or not. Therefore, one may regard our target assembler as an oracle and provide it with several assembly instructions as examples to infer the grammar rules of a closed-source assembler implementation.

Unfortunately, however, these black-box approaches suffer from a scalability issue. Their time complexity is known to be $O(n^4)$, where $n$ is the total length of the input files [7] even with various heuristics. In our study, we observe that the existing approaches do not scale well for complex assembly languages such as x86-64, which has more than 1,000 opcodes and various addressing modes.
Therefore, we present a novel approach to efficiently infer the grammar of assembly instructions that a given assembler accepts. The key insight of our approach is that error messages generated by an assembler often provide useful information about the grammar of the underlying assembly language that the assembler accepts. Thus, we can gradually narrow down the search space of the grammar rules by leveraging the error messages. As an example, consider an add instruction in x86-64 assembly, which should always be followed by two operands. When we try to assemble an add instruction with four operands, e.g., “add 1, 1, 1", GNU Assembler (GAS) will produce an error message saying that the number of operands is incorrect. When we modify the instruction to have three operands, e.g., “add 1, 1", we observe the same error, but if we make it to have two operands, e.g., “add 1, 1", GAS emits a different error message saying that the types of operands are incorrect. With these observations, we can infer that the add instruction does not accept four/three operands, two, thereby reducing the search space of the grammar rules. This simple idea enables us to infer the grammar rules of an instruction within a constant number of assembler queries.

With the inferred assembler-specific grammar, we can then perform grammar-aware differential testing on the target assemblers. Suppose we have obtained grammars for two different assemblers targeting x86-64. We first select a random opcode in x86-64 and check what kind of syntaxes each assembler accepts for the opcode. For a syntax that is accepted by the two assemblers, we randomly generate assembly instructions following the syntax, assemble them with each assembler, and compare the outputs to detect potential bugs as in traditional differential testing [31, 46, 48, 51]. For a syntax that is accepted by only one of the assemblers, we cannot simply use the differential testing approach because the other assembler will reject assembly instructions following the syntax. Furthermore, we cannot simply deem one of the assemblers to be buggy because it is possible that the other assembler may not simply support the particular syntax. Thus, we devise a way to detect assembler-specific bugs by leveraging a disassembler as a reference implementation. In particular, we assemble the generated assembly instructions with the target assembler and disassemble the generated machine code with the reference disassembler. We then compare the disassembled instructions with the original assembly instructions to detect potential bugs in the target assembler.

We implemented our idea in a tool named AsFuzzer and evaluated it with four real-world assemblers including closed-source ones.

(3) We implemented our approach in a tool named AsFuzzer and evaluated it with four real-world assemblers including closed-source ones.

(4) We publicize our tool to facilitate future research on assembler testing: https://github.com/SoftSec-KAIST/AsFuzzer.

2 Background and Motivation

This section discusses relevant research on generating assembly code as a test case, and motivates our approach by presenting an example bug found by AsFuzzer.

2.1 Generating Assembly Code

Compiler testing has been an active research area for decades [11–13, 37, 38, 41–43, 49, 52, 55, 56, 59, 60]. Despite burgeoning research in this area, most existing approaches overlook the assembler component of compilers. While it is possible to generate valid assembly code by compiling random C programs, e.g., with programs generated by Csmith [59], we cannot achieve high code coverage with a limited set of assembly instructions known by the compiler.

There are several recent attempts in synthesizing assembly instructions to test RISCV64 processor implementations [23, 29], although their testing targets are neither compilers nor assemblers. They use a manually written set of grammar rules to generate valid assembly instructions. However, their focus is on making generally valid assembly instructions, and do not consider the syntaxes of assembly instructions specific to each assembler.

Table 1 summarizes the relevant tools appeared in top-tier venues in the past five years (2018–2023). The first column indicates the testing target of each tool. The second and third columns present the names of the tools and their publication years, respectively. The fourth column shows in which language their test cases are written, and the fifth column describes whether they use an assembler-specific grammar to generate test cases. The rest of the columns show which CPU architecture each tool can handle. From the table, we can clearly see that our tool is the first in targeting assemblers. Moreover, our approach is scalable in that it can handle a wide range of CPU architectures, which is made possible by our novel approach to automatically inferring assembly grammars.

Table 1: Comparison of recent testing tools that generate assembly code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Test Case Language</th>
<th>Tool-Specific Grammar</th>
<th>x86</th>
<th>ARM</th>
<th>AArch64</th>
<th>MIPS</th>
<th>RISCV64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepFuzz</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARPGen</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompDiff</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU DifuzzRTL</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TheFuzz</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembler AsFuzzer (ours)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) We propose a novel approach to efficiently infer the grammar of assembly instructions that a given assembler accepts by leveraging error messages generated by the assembler.

(2) We propose a novel differential testing approach to detect potential bugs of an assembler by leveraging the inferred grammar and a disassembler as a reference implementation.
2.2 Motivating Example

We now present an example to motivate our approach. Figure 1 shows a previously unknown bug found by AsFuzzer in GNU assembler (GAS). By feeding in the assembly instruction shown in Figure 1a as input to GAS, it produces two instructions shown in Figure 1b: *vcvtusi2ss* followed by *ret*. Note that the instruction *vcvtusi2ss* in our example unusually has four operands, while the Intel manual [24] states that it should have only three operands. That is, GAS has a bug where it accepts this wrong assembly instruction. Furthermore, unless the grammar includes the buggy syntax, they will never be able to generate such a wrong assembly instruction and produce two machine instructions as a result.

The compiler testing tools shown in the top three rows of Table 1 as well as traditional ones like Csmith [59] are not effective in finding this bug because it is extremely unlikely to generate such a wrong assembly instruction by compiling a regular C program. Moreover, it is extremely unlikely for a compiler to emit such an esoteric opcode (regardless of the number of operands) unless the given C program uses an intrinsic function, e.g., `_mm_cvt_roundu32_ss` in ICC, that directly maps to the *vcvtusi2ss* instruction.

The CPU fuzzing tools shown in the fourth and fifth rows of Table 1 will also not be effective in finding this bug even if they can generate x86-64 assembly instructions as they only consider generating valid instructions that follow the general x86-64 grammar. Unless the grammar includes the buggy syntax, they will never be able to generate such a wrong assembly instruction. Furthermore, since they are dependent on manually written grammar rules, it is difficult to apply them to different assemblers that accept different assembly syntaxes or target different CPU architectures.

On the other hand, AsFuzzer can effectively find this bug by inferring the GAS-specific syntaxes of assembly instructions. In particular, AsFuzzer will identify that GAS accepts two forms of *vcvtusi2ss*: one with three operands and another with four operands. It will then realize that the latter form is never accepted by other assemblers. Thus, it will generate a random assembly instruction with four operands following the inferred syntax, and assemble it with GAS. GAS will then produce the two machine instructions as shown in Figure 1b. Next, AsFuzzer will disassemble the two instructions and notice that the disassembled instructions are different from the original, and hence, it will report this instance as a bug.

3 AsFuzzer Design

We now describe the design of AsFuzzer. We first give a brief overview of AsFuzzer, and then describe the two main modules of AsFuzzer: Inferrer and Fuzzer.
Algorithm 1: INFERRER.

```plaintext
1 function INFERRER (arch, assemblers, opcodes)
2   pairs ← {} // empty list
3   fmts ← get_all_possible_operand_formats(arch)
4   for asm ∈ assemblers do
5     grammar ← {} // empty dictionary
6     for op ∈ opcodes do
7       grammar[op] ← ∅
8       cnt ← num_operands(arch, asm, op) // §3.2.1
9       for c ∈ cnt do
10          f ← infer(arch, asm, op, fmts, c) // §3.2.2
11          f′ ← filter(asm, f) // §3.2.3
12          grammar[op] ← grammar[op] ∪ f′
13     // append to the list
14     pairs ← pairs + (asm, grammar)
15 return pairs
```

### 3.2 INFERRER Module

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of INFERRER. In Line 2, we first initialize a list that will contain pairs of an assembler and its inferred grammar. In Line 3, we obtain all possible operand formats for the given architecture `arch`. An operand format is a nonterminal symbol in the grammar that represents a possible operand syntax for an opcode. AsFuzzer has a predefined set of operand formats for each architecture, and `get_all_possible_operand_formats(arch)` returns such a set for `arch` as listed in Table 2.

The algorithm then iterates every given assembler to infer available operand formats for every opcode. In Line 5, we prepare an empty dictionary `grammar`, which maps an opcode to a set of available operand formats for that opcode. In Line 7, we initialize the set of available operand formats for the opcode to be empty. In Line 8, we infer the number of operands that the opcode can take using our error-driven approach described in §3.2.1. At a high level, we leverage the fact that assemblers emit a specific type of error message when the number of operands is incorrect in order to efficiently infer available operand counts for an opcode.

Once we obtain the number of operands, we then derive valid operand formats for every operand count in Line 10. Note that there can be multiple valid operand formats for a given operand count. For example, when the number of operands is two, the opcode may accept two distinct operand formats: "reg64, reg64" and "reg64, imm", where "reg64" and "imm" mean a 64-bit register and an immediate, respectively. To derive all possible operand formats for a given operand count, we again leverage assembler error messages to infer valid operand formats as we further describe in §3.2.2.

Finally, in Line 11, we filter out the inferred operand formats that are specific to the given assembler. For example, some assemblers may accept a pseudo instruction that is not officially supported by the architecture. Thus, we identify and exclude such cases from `grammar` to reduce false positives in our analysis. We further detail this technique in §3.2.3. The final output of INFERRER is a list of pairs of an assembler and its inferred grammar.

#### 3.2.1 Error-Driven Operand Count Inference

We automatically infer the number of operands that an opcode can take using assembler error messages. The key insight is that assemblers often emit a specific type of error message when the number of operands is incorrect. For example, when we provide an add instruction of x86-64 with a wrong number of operands to GNU assembler, it emits the following error message: "Error: number of operands mismatch for ‘add’." We find that all the assemblers we tested except Clang emit a unique error message when the number of operands is invalid for an opcode. We name this type of error as operand count error.

By observing operand count errors, we can efficiently infer the number of operands that an opcode can take. Assuming that the maximum number of operands that the architecture supports is `n`, we simply generate `n + 1` instructions with varying numbers of operands from 0 (no operand) to `n` where each operand is a randomly chosen register in the architecture `arch`. For example, we create five dummy instructions for the add opcode of x86-64: "add", "add RAX", "add RAX, RAX", "add RAX, RAX", "add RAX, RAX, RAX". We then check if the assembler emits an operand count error for each of the instructions. For those that do not emit an operand count error (while another type of error may still be emitted), we can infer that the opcode can take the number of operands that the instruction has. When our target assembler does not have a unique error message for an operand count error, as is the case for some assemblers like Clang, we simply return all possible counts from 0 to `n`, i.e., `{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}` in our example. Such an over-approximation will not affect the precision of our analysis, although it will increase the inference time, because our format inference mechanism will filter out invalid operand formats in the next step anyway.

#### 3.2.2 Error-Driven Operand Format Inference

After obtaining possible operand counts for an opcode, we then infer valid operand formats for each count. For an add instruction on x86-64, for instance, we will get the possible operand count of two, which means that add instructions will always follow the instruction format: `add <op1>, <op2>`.. Thus, the goal of this step is to infer valid operand syntaxes for each operand placeholder, i.e., `<op1>` and `<op2>`.

The simplest way to infer the possible operand formats is to try all possible combinations of operand values, i.e., all possible registers, immediate values, memory forms, and so on, for each operand placeholder and see if the assembler accepts it. However, there are too many such combinations to consider in practice.

To reduce the search space, we leverage the fact that assembler error messages are always similar when similar types of operands are used. Consider two invalid add instructions: "add 1, RAX", and "add 2, RBX". Both instructions are invalid because the first operand cannot be an immediate, and GNU assembler will emit the same error message for both instructions. Therefore, we do not need to try both 1 and 2 for the first operand, and similarly no need to try both RAX and RBX for the second operand, as they are under the same operand category.

To this end, we define a set of operand types for each architecture to group similar operand values together. We then try only a single instance for each operand type during the inference process. For Intel x86-64, for example, we have 37 predefined operand types.
as shown in Table 2. To infer valid operand formats for the add instruction, we consider all combination of operand types for each operand placeholder: “reg512, reg512”, “reg512, reg256”, “reg512, reg128”, and so on. For each combination, we select one operand instance for each operand type to make a concrete instruction and to check its validity. This means we need to make 1,369 (= 37 × 37) add instructions to figure out the valid operand formats. Creating a file for each instruction is inefficient as we would have to invoke an assembler for each instruction. Instead, we create a single assembly file that contains all the instructions as we can easily identify which instruction in the file caused an error message by looking at the line number of the error message.

One exception is MASM, which does not emit per-line error messages when there are more than 100 errors in a single assembly file. This means we can put at most 100 instructions in a single assembly file for MASM. Therefore, we need to create at least 14 (≈ 1,369/100) assembly files to handle the add instruction of x86-64 MASM. As a result, MASM incurs significantly more overhead than other assemblers in the inference step as we will discuss in §4.2.

3.2.3 Pseudo Instruction Filtering. Our error-driven approach produces a large number of valid instruction syntaxes for each individual assembler. However, some of them are too specific to the given assembler, and thus should not be generally considered as a valid syntax. In particular, we found that assemblers may accept pseudo instructions that are often used to ease the development of assembly programs. However, pseudo instructions are not guaranteed to be supported by all assemblers, and hence can produce potential false positives in our analysis. For example, “abs” on MIPS is a pseudo instruction that is assembled into three regular instructions with GAS, but other assemblers do not support it.

To filter out such pseudo instructions, we leverage the fact that pseudo instructions are always translated into a sequence of real instructions (with distinct opcodes) by the assembler. Therefore, we can identify pseudo instructions by disassembling the binary produced by the assembler and checking if the disassembled instruction opcodes are different from the original opcode. In our current implementation, we use GNU objdump as our reference disassembler. Such a simple process filters out 6.44% of the inferred operand formats for all the architectures we tested: x86, x86-64, ARM, AArch64, MIPS, and RISCv64. We note that this filtering process can overly reduce the number of valid operand formats because our disassembler can be buggy. However, this will only reduce the number of bugs that we can find, and will not affect the precision of our analysis.

### 3.3 FUZZER Module

Recall from §3.1, FUZZER performs differential testing in two distinct ways depending on the availability of the common operand format between two target assemblers. Algorithm 2 shows the overall workflow of FUZZER. In Line 2, we start by initializing bugs, which will contain all the bugs found during the fuzzing campaign. In Line 3, we initialize our reference disassembler to be GNU objdump. The fuzzing loop then iterates until the timeout T is reached.

In Line 5, we first pick an opcode from the given list of opcodes (opcodes) at random. In Line 6–8, we then randomly pick two different assemblers (assembler1 and assembler2), which can consume the opcode, along with their grammars (g1 and g2). In Line 9–10, we initialize two empty lists of assembly instructions (instrs1 and instrs2). Next, we fill in the lists by iterating the for-loop for N times. In Line 12, we randomly pick an operand format that assembler1 can accept. In Line 13, we generate a random assembly instruction ins that has the opcode op and conforms to the selected operand format fmt. In Line 14, we check if assembler2 also accepts the same operand format fmt for the opcode op. If so, we accumulate the instruction ins to the list instrs1. If otherwise, we accumulate ins to the list instrs2.

After generating N instructions, we first perform differential testing between assembler1 and assembler2 in Line 16 by putting all the instructions in instrs1 into a single file, and comparing the binaries produced by assembling the file with assembler1 and assembler2.

In theory, any difference between the two binaries should result

### Table 2: Predefined operand types for x86-64. A total of 37 operand types are defined in AsFUZZER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reg512</td>
<td>ZMM0, ...</td>
<td>men_base</td>
<td>[RAX], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reg256</td>
<td>YM0, ...</td>
<td>men_base</td>
<td>[RAX+1], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reg128</td>
<td>YM0, ...</td>
<td>men_base</td>
<td>[1], [2], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reg8</td>
<td>ST0, ...</td>
<td>mem_base</td>
<td>ZMMWORD PTR [RAX], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regmem</td>
<td>MM0, ...</td>
<td>mem_base</td>
<td>ZMMWORD PTR [RAX+1], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reg64</td>
<td>RAX, ...</td>
<td>mem_base</td>
<td>ZMMWORD PTR [1], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reg12</td>
<td>EAX, ...</td>
<td>mem_base</td>
<td>YMMWORD PTR [RAX], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reg6</td>
<td>AX, ...</td>
<td>mem_base</td>
<td>YMMWORD PTR [RAX+1], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reg8</td>
<td>AL, ...</td>
<td>mem_base</td>
<td>YMMWORD PTR [1], ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imm</td>
<td>1, 2, ...</td>
<td>mem_base</td>
<td>YMMWORD PTR [1], ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(18 more memory operands) ...
in a bug, but there can be false positives in practice. Hence, we devise an effective technique to reduce false positives as we further describe in §3.3.1.

Next, in Line 17, we solely test assembler\textsubscript{1} by checking the consistency between the input and the output of it, because assembler\textsubscript{2} does not accept any of the instructions in instr\textsubscript{2}. In particular, we first assemble all the instructions in instr\textsubscript{2} with assembler\textsubscript{1} to produce a binary. We then disassemble the binary with our reference disassembler (i.e., GNU objdump), and compare the disassembled instructions with instr\textsubscript{2} to see if there is any difference. We further detail this process in §3.3.2.

3.3.1 Differential Testing between Two Assemblers. When two assemblers share the same operand format for an opcode, we can directly run them with the same input instruction and compare their output binaries to detect any difference. However, we found that an instruction can be encoded in multiple ways, resulting in different binaries depending on the assembler implementation. For example, an add instruction of x86-64 can be encoded in several ways depending on the size of the immediate: both 480501000000\textsubscript{16} and 4883c001\textsubscript{16} are valid encodings of the instruction "add rax, 1". Such differences in the encoding can result in false positives.

To handle this issue, we first disassemble the output binaries of the two assemblers with a reference disassembler (GNU objdump), and compare the disassembled instructions. This way, we can eliminate false positives caused by the difference in the encoding of the same instruction. Of course, our reference disassembler may produce a wrong disassembly or fail to disassemble the binary, in which case we may observe false negatives. One potential way to reduce false negatives is to use multiple reference disassemblers, but in our evaluation, GNU objdump was sufficient to detect many practical bugs in real-world assemblers.

Hence, we leave it as future work to further improve the precision of our analysis.

3.3.2 Consistency Checking between Input and Output of an Assembler. When two assemblers do not share the same operand format for an opcode, we cannot perform differential testing between them. One may say that two assemblers having different operand formats for the same opcode is already a bug, but it is possible that one assembler simply does not support the syntax yet, i.e., an unimplemented feature, or the other assembler supports a special syntax that is not officially defined in the architecture reference manual.

To reduce false positives in such cases while still being able to detect potential bugs, we check the consistency between the input and the output of the selected assembler. In particular, we first assemble instructions instr\textsubscript{2} (i.e., input) with the selected assembler assembler\textsubscript{1}, and disassemble the binary produced by the assembler (i.e., output) with a reference disassembler (GNU objdump). We then compare the disassembled instructions with the original instructions to see if there is any difference. With this idea, we can detect inconsistency bugs similar to the one in Figure 1.

3.4 Implementation

We implemented AsFuzzer with 3.1K SLoC of Python. To obtain the list of opcodes for each architecture, we manually inspected the source code of GNU Binutils and extracted the lists from it. We also manually defined the set of operand formats (Line 3 of Algorithm 1) for each architecture by carefully examining the architecture reference manuals. For x86, x86-64, ARM, AArch64, MIPS, and RISCV64 architectures, we used 37, 37, 9, 10, 6, and 6 distinct operand formats, respectively. We use GNU objdump v2.41 as our reference disassembler.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate AsFuzzer to answer the following research questions.

RQ1. How does Inferrer compare to SOTA black-box grammar inference and automata learning approaches? (§4.2)

RQ2. How does our test case generation method compare to alternative approaches? (§4.3)

RQ3. How effective is AsFuzzer in finding bugs in mainstream assemblers? (§4.4)

RQ4. How do the assembler bugs we found look like? (§4.5)

4.1 Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Our Benchmark. Our benchmark includes four popular assemblers: two public assemblers and two proprietary assemblers. For public assemblers, we selected Clang-integrated assembler v16.0.0 (Clang) and GNU assembler v2.41 (GAS), which are the default assemblers of Clang and GCC, respectively. In our experiments, we used them to assemble assembly programs for x86, x86-64, ARMv7, AArch64, MIPS, and RISCV64. We also chose two proprietary assemblers: Intel’s assembler v2021.8.0 (ICC) and Microsoft macro assembler v14.37.32824.0 (MASM). We use those two assemblers to assemble assembly programs for x86 and x86-64.

4.1.2 Comparison Target.

Grammar Inference Tool. To compare the effectiveness of our grammar inference algorithm, we selected Arvada [33], which is a SOTA black-box grammar inference tool, as our comparison target. Additionally, we selected two active automata learning algorithms, namely L* [4] and TTT [25] to infer assembly grammars. Our comparison focused on evaluating the inference time and accuracy of the inferred grammars.

Assembler Testing Tool. We were not able to find any existing assembler testing tools for comparison. Instead, we selected three tools from compiler testing, CPU fuzzing, and grammar-based fuzzing approaches as our comparison targets. Specifically, we chose Csmith [59], which is a standard C compiler testing tool that generates random C programs. With Csmith, we generated random C source files first, and then compiled them with the --save-temps option to produce assembly files from C. We manually truncated the last assembly file to get exactly 1M assembly instructions. We also chose DifuzzRTL [23], which is a SOTA CPU fuzzing tool that can generate random RISCV assembly programs. Finally, we included Grammarinator [18], which can generate test cases by leveraging existing assembly grammars defined in ANTLR v4 [36]. We found two existing assembly grammars written in ANTLR for x86 [1] and RISCV [2], so we used them to run Grammarinator. Note that an end-to-end comparison is not feasible with these tools because their goals and usages are different from AsFuzzer. Therefore, we only compared the effectiveness of input generation of each tool in §4.3.
we infer the grammar for each opcode separately by randomly sampling possible operand combinations. For example, when targeting an x86-64 assembler, we provide the learning module with 37 concrete operands, i.e., one instance per each of the operand types shown in Table 2.

### 4.2 Effectiveness of INFERRER

How effective is INFERRER in inferring the grammar rules of an assembler? To answer the question, we chose one black-box grammar inference tool, Arvada, and two active automata learning algorithms, L∗ [4] and TTT [25], as our comparison targets.

Since Arvada requires a set of examples to operate, we first generated a set of random assembly instructions. Specifically, we used AsFuzzer to enumerate example assembly instructions, and then randomly selected one instruction per each opcode. That is, if an ISA has N distinct opcodes, we give N valid assembly instructions (one random instruction per each opcode) as input to Arvada. We also used our assemblers (see §4.1.1) as membership oracles.

Since both L∗ [4] and TTT [25] require an equivalence oracle to operate, we employed a PAC (Probably Approximately Correct) oracle [57] to perform stochastic equivalence testing. Specifically, we implemented the oracle using the LearnLib [26] framework with the error parameter \( \varepsilon = 0.01 \) and the confidence parameter \( \delta = 0.01 \). Note that simply considering all possible opcodes and operands as an alphabet results in a significantly large number of possible combinations, making it infeasible to find counterexamples. Thus, we infer the grammar for each opcode separately by randomly sampling possible operand combinations. For example, when targeting an x86-64 assembler, we provide the learning module with

## Table 3: Time taken (in seconds) to infer assembly grammars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembler</th>
<th>x86</th>
<th>x86-64</th>
<th>ARMv7</th>
<th>AArch64</th>
<th>MIPS</th>
<th>RISCV64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>3,749</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>23,040</td>
<td>5,416</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>52,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAS</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>11,220</td>
<td>3,319</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>12,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>1,476</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>27,420</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>22,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASM</td>
<td>10,709</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>66,840</td>
<td>13,621</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>69,060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T.O. means timeout.

## Table 4: Rate between the number of valid instructions and the total number of instructions generated by each tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembler</th>
<th>x86</th>
<th>x86-64</th>
<th>ARMv7</th>
<th>AArch64</th>
<th>MIPS</th>
<th>RISCV64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAS</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASM</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>T.O.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not able to use Arvada because it was not straightforward to modify the tool to generate acceptable assembly formats.

Grammar Precision. Since there is no ground truth, we first measured the precision, but not recall, of the inferred grammars. Specifically, we generated 10,000 assembly instructions from each tool, and then fed them to the oracle assemblers to see how many of them were accepted. Table 4 shows the results. AsFuzzer, L∗, and TTT achieved 100% precision for all the assemblers, while Arvada achieved significantly less precision. We further analyzed the results and found that Arvada produced many invalid instructions with invalid opcodes or operands. For example, Arvada produced an invalid instruction “yield movk X7, #20” for AArch64, where yield and movk are two distinct opcodes. From the results, we conclude that AsFuzzer is more precise than Arvada in terms of inferring assembly grammar rules.

Grammar Coverage. To measure the grammar coverage of each tool, we enumerated all possible instruction formats that each tool inferred, obtained a union of them, and then measured how much of the union grammar was covered by each tool. Figure 3 shows the results. Overall, AsFuzzer achieved the highest coverage, close to 100%, for all the assemblers. We note that both TTT and L∗ achieve significantly lower coverage than AsFuzzer for Intel and ARM assemblers, whose grammars are more complex than those of other architectures. For instance, the val!gnd instruction in x86-64 requires four operands but the PAC oracle was not able to find a counterexample via random sampling, which resulted in the failure of TTT to infer the valid instruction format for the instruction. This result suggests that the stochastic approach does not work effectively when counterexamples are sparse. There were several cases where AsFuzzer failed to identify valid instruction formats that the other tools could infer. This deficiency originates from a misleading error message from assemblers that incorrectly indicated wrong operand counts. Nevertheless, AsFuzzer achieved significantly higher coverage compared to L∗ and TTT, which suggests that AsFuzzer is more effective in inferring assembly grammar rules.

4.3 Comparing Test Case Generation Capability

We compared AsFuzzer against Csmith, DifuzzRTL, and Grammarinator to evaluate the test case generation capabilities by generating 1M assembly instructions with each tool and comparing opcode coverage. We modified AsFuzzer to stop after generating 1M random assembly instructions, skipping its regular fuzzing process. We used Clang and GAS assemblers for x86 and RISCV64 architectures, but we used only RISCV64 assemblers to compare DifuzzRTL as it only supports RISCV64. We denote the combination of a tool and an assembler with a hyphen, e.g., AsFuzzer-Clang means AsFuzzer that uses Clang as an assembler to infer the grammar and generate assembly instructions.

Figure 4 shows the opcode coverage of each tool. AsFuzzer significantly outperforms all the other tools in terms of opcode coverage. Csmith achieved the lowest opcode coverage among them, which clearly indicates that C source-based test case generation is not effective in testing assemblers. This result confirms our motivation that we need a dedicated tool for testing assemblers.

We also note that pre-defined assembly grammars do not help much to achieve high opcode coverage. Specifically, the experimental results confirm that the assembly grammars defined in ANTLR [36] are not comprehensive enough to generate diverse assembly instructions. We also observed that over 40.6% of instructions generated from Grammarinator were invalid due to the lack of precision of the grammar rules defined in ANTLR. Figure 4e and Figure 4d also show that manually written grammar rules of DifuzzRTL are not as effective as the automatically inferred grammar rules of AsFuzzer in generating diverse assembly instructions.

4.4 Bug Finding

We now evaluate the effectiveness of AsFuzzer in terms of its bug finding ability. In this experiment, we ran AsFuzzer with a total of 24 different configurations with four different N (= 1, 5, 10, 50) and six different architectures (x86, x86-64, ARMv7, AArch64, MIPS, and RISCV64). To test Intel (x86 and x86-64) assemblers, we ran AsFuzzer with the four target assemblers altogether as they all support Intel architectures. To test the other assemblers of different architectures, we ran AsFuzzer with Clang and GAS only. For each configuration, we ran AsFuzzer for 6 hours.
We reported all the bugs found to the developers for each configuration. The "All" column for each assembly shows the total number of buggy test cases reported as Fuzzer for each assembler for each configuration. The "Op" column shows the number of buggy test cases grouped by their opcode for each assembler. Finally, the "Fin" column shows the total number of bugs found after manually inspecting their root causes. We reported all the bugs found to the developers.

Table 5 summarizes the number of buggy opcodes found by AsFuzzer for each configuration. The "All" column for each architecture shows the total number of buggy test cases reported by AsFuzzer for each assembler for each configuration. The "Op" column shows the number of buggy test cases grouped by their opcode for each assembler. Finally, the "Fin" column shows the total number of bugs found after manually inspecting their root causes. We reported all the bugs found to the developers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Assembler</th>
<th>x86</th>
<th>x86-64</th>
<th>ARMv7</th>
<th>AArch64</th>
<th>MIPS</th>
<th>RISCV64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Op</td>
<td>Fin</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Op</td>
<td>Fin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>971</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAS</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MASM</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>1,341</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1,214</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAS</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>1,418</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MASM</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>1,513</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAS</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>2,029</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MASM</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Clang</td>
<td>1,940</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1,404</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAS</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>3,085</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MASM</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Op: # of bugs found, grouped by their opcode.
Fin: Final # of bugs found after manual triage.

From the results, we observe the following two findings: (1) the parameter N does not affect the number of bugs found significantly, and (2) both the consistency check and differential testing mechanisms of AsFuzzer are effective in finding real-world bugs from assemblers.

4.4.1 Impact of N. Recall from §3.1 that N decides how many instructions we generate in each iteration of the fuzzing process for a selected opcode. Thus, setting this parameter too low will generate assembly files with too few instructions, making the overall throughput of AsFuzzer low. On the other hand, setting this parameter too high will allocate too much time to generate assembly instructions for a single opcode, thereby reducing the overall throughput of AsFuzzer. We observed that by increasing N from 1 to 50, the number of buggy test cases generated gradually increases. However, the triaged number of bugs (i.e., the "Fin" column) does not change significantly as we change N because many buggy instructions share the common root cause. Although there is a slight difference in the numbers, we found that it is mainly due to the randomness of the fuzzing process.

4.4.2 Impact of Two Testing Methods. We further investigated the results to see which of the two testing methods (diff_two_asms() (§3.3.1) and diff_asm_disasm() (§3.3.2)) is more effective in finding bugs. Figure 5 compares the numbers of bugs found (after manual triage) by each method. As a result, the consistency check method found 9% more buggy opcodes than the differential testing method. Out of 497 we found, 448 were from the consistency check method.

4.4.3 Manual Bug Triage. We manually triaged the buggy opcodes found by AsFuzzer and grouped them into six major categories as shown in Table 6. (C1) There were cases where the assembler silently changed a register into another one as described in §4.5.1. (C2) Assemblers often misinterpret a register/immediate/memory operand as a label. (C3) Assemblers often ignore pointer directives, thereby producing instructions that have wrong memory access sizes. (C4) Assemblers sometimes accept or produce an incorrect number of operands as described in Figure 1. (C5) There were...
several cases from Clang where it generates invalid binary code for valid instructions. (C6) There were several cases from Clang where it accepts a wrong instruction and silently produces nothing as shown in §4.5.2. We reported our findings to the developers, and 110 buggy opcodes (C1: 20, C2: 5, C4: 65, C5: 17, C6: 3) have been confirmed and 23 of them have been fixed by the developers at the time of writing this paper.

4.5 Case Study

Recall that we have already demonstrated a bug found by AsFuzzer with Figure 1 in §2.2. In this section, we present two additional bug cases found by AsFuzzer, which highlight the importance of assembler-specific grammars in testing assemblers.

4.5.1 Case 1: Single Instruction Introducing Four Bugs in Four Assemblers. Figure 6 demonstrates four bugs in four different assemblers found by AsFuzzer with a single assembly instruction. The ldr instruction in x86-64 can only take a 16- or 32-bit register as the second operand, according to the manual [24]. However, AsFuzzer found that all the assemblers we tested accept a 64-bit register as the second operand, such as R11. As a result, AsFuzzer was able to generate the assembly instruction: ldr R11, R12. Although this is an invalid instruction, all the assemblers we tested accept it and emit a valid (although different from the original) machine instruction as shown on the right side of Figure 6. Note that such an invalid instruction cannot be generated by existing tools because it is unlikely that an assembly language model will contain such an invalid instruction.

4.5.2 Case 2: Emitting Nothing vs. Rejecting. Figure 7 presents a bug found by AsFuzzer in AArch64 assemblers. The dsb instruction in AArch64 takes a special option symbol as its operand, such as st, etc. However, AsFuzzer found that Clang accepts dsb instructions with a regular memory operand, such as “dsb [R3, #1]”. Although Clang accepts such an instruction, it does not emit any machine code for it. So it will silently ignore the given instruction. On the other hand, GAS rejects such an instruction with an error message. Note that this is a subtle bug that cannot be found by existing tools because it is unlikely that an assembly language model will contain such an invalid instruction.

5 Related Work

Compiler Testing. Existing compiler testing approaches can be categorized into two classes: differential testing and metamorphic testing. Differential testing approaches compare the outputs of two or more compilers (with varying compiler versions and options) [38, 41, 49, 52, 55, 59, 60]. Metamorphic testing approaches generate two semantically equivalent programs and compile them with a single compiler to compare the outputs [13, 37, 56]. Ours follows the differential testing approach but we exclusively focus on testing the assembler of a compiler pipeline, which has not been studied in previous work.

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one prior work that tests assemblers directly [16], which suggests a metamorphic testing approach. However, their approach is specific to IBM’s HLASM assembly language, and their main focus is not on assembly instruction generation, hence their approach is orthogonal to ours.

Assembly Synthesis. There has been a line of work on synthesizing assembly programs from a given specification. McSynth [53] employs a counter-example-guided interactive synthesis technique to automatically synthesize assembly instructions from a semantic specification. Assuage [22] is an interactive system to help users synthesize assembly programs from a given specification. However, these approaches require a specification of the desired assembly language unlike ours. Moreover, they cannot produce implementation-specific assembly constructs, making them less effective in finding bugs from assemblers.

Emulator and CPU Testing. Since emulators and CPUs take machine instructions as input, testing them is closely related to testing assemblers. EmuFuzzer [46] presents a differential testing approach for finding bugs in CPU emulators. The idea is to compare
the states of a physical CPU and a CPU emulator before and after executing the same instructions. Several follow-up works [27, 45] explore similar ideas to find emulator bugs but we cannot directly apply these ideas to our problem since they directly produce machine instructions as outputs but not assembly programs. One exception is KEmuFuzzer [47], which generates assembly programs based on assembly templates but the templates are not publicly available. MeanDiff [32] tests binary lifters with a symbolic differential testing approach, which is closely related to emulator testing as a binary lifter is a core component of an emulator, such as QEMU [8]. However, it also generates machine instructions as a test case, and thus cannot be directly applied to our problem. Similarly, recent CPU fuzzers [9, 23, 28, 29, 34] discover bugs in RTL implementations of CPUs by generating machine instructions. While DifuzzRTL [23] and TheHuzz [29] generate their test cases in the form of assembly programs, they do not consider assembler-specific grammars, making it less effective in finding bugs from assemblers as discussed in §2.2.

Grammar Inference. There have been numerous input grammar inference approaches. AUTOGRAM [21] infers a context-free grammar of a program by observing the data flow of each input character at runtime. REINAM [58] symbolically executes the target program to generate seed inputs, and then infers a probabilistic context-free grammar using these inputs. Mimid [15] recovers parse trees by observing dynamic control flows. As these approaches require source code to operate, one cannot use them to infer grammars from commercial assemblers, such as MASM.

On the other hand, there have been black-box approaches [7, 33] that do not require source-level instrumentation. Glade [7] considers a program as an oracle and gradually infers a context-free grammar by observing the behavior of the program given example seed inputs. While this approach is directly applicable to our problem, by replacing our INFERRER module, it suffers from a high computation complexity of $O(n^4)$, where $n$ is the total length of the initial seed inputs. Arvada [33] builds a maximally generalized grammar from the given set of inputs which are accepted by the target program. While it shows performance improvement compared to Glade, the complexity of GetBubbles is still $O(n^4)$, which makes directly applying Arvada to assembly grammar inference impractical. On the other hand, our algorithm utilizes useful information from assembler error messages, enabling significantly faster assembly grammar inference.

Unlike the aforementioned grammar inference approaches designed for context-free grammar, there are also regular language inference works [4, 25, 50]. L* [4] and TTT [25] infer regular language with two kinds of oracles: membership and equivalence oracles, but obtaining equivalence oracles in practice is challenging. Instead of equivalence oracles, we can employ stochastic equivalence testing as described by Angluin [5]. However, as discussed in §4.2, we observed that such a stochastic approach suffers in learning assembly grammars, particularly when the valid instruction formats are sparse within the entire set of possible operand combinations. On the other hand, RPNI [50] algorithm utilizes both positive and negative examples to infer regular languages. Nonetheless, it also has a strong assumption of acquiring negative examples [54].

6 Discussion
Recall from §3.2.2, AsFuzzer leverages predefined operand types to reduce its search space by considering only one operand instance per type. However, this approach may miss some syntaxes that require specific operand instances. For example, there are some assembly instructions that only accept a specific register as an operand: when sh1 on x86-64 takes two operands, the second operand should always be the cl register. If we simply consider a random register as the second operand, we may miss this particular syntax, and hence, we may miss some bugs. Extending our approach to consider such cases is a promising future work.

Currently, we construct sets of predefined operand types for each architecture by manually inspecting the architecture reference manuals. Although this is a one-time cost, it is still a tedious and error-prone process. Fully automating this process is indeed a promising future work.

We argue that assembler-specific grammar inference is essential for finding assembler bugs. One may be able to extract a complete grammar from instruction manuals, but it does not reflect the actual grammar implemented by each assembler. As our experimental results in §4.3 show, relying solely on grammars can significantly limit the coverage of assembler fuzzing. Nevertheless, we believe one can leverage available grammars for identifying unrecognized assembly syntaxes that AsFuzzer may miss.

We use a reference disassembler, i.e., objdump, in many parts of our system, including the pseudo instruction filtering (§3.2.3), the differential testing (§3.3.1), and the inconsistency checking part (§3.3.2). All these steps assume that our disassembler is correct, but it is not always true. When the disassembler is buggy, our analysis may produce both false positives and false negatives. One may leverage multiple disassemblers to mitigate this problem, but it is beyond the scope of this paper.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced AsFuzzer, a tool for finding bugs in assemblers. AsFuzzer first infers assembler-specific grammars from the assemblers under test with a novel error-message-driven approach. Our grammar inference algorithm does not require any heavy-cost analysis, and significantly reduces the search space compared to the previous black-box approaches. AsFuzzer successfully inferred grammars from four popular assemblers, including two proprietary assemblers ICC and MASM. With the inferred grammars, AsFuzzer successfully found 497 previously unknown bugs from the four assemblers: 142, 61, 210, and 84 bugs from Clang, GAS, ICC, and MASM, respectively. We reported them to the developers.

Data Availability
Our tool is available at https://github.com/SoftSec-KAIST/AsFuzzer or via Zenodo [30].
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